
Standard USB-C
A guide to its possibilities
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USB-C is more than just another version of the well 
known USB standard. USB-C introduces a completely 
new concept of working, with display equipment in a 
sustainable o�ce ecosystem. With the help of this 
new standard, not only can we send data, and get the 
speakers, camera or microphone to communicate 
with the PC, but we can also display images and 
power the equipment.

This is a solution which completely changes the way 
we work, introducing an impressive level of �exibility. 

This is a scenario we are all too familiar with: cable clutter at the workplace!

 - HDMI cable connecting notebook to monitor
 - Power cable connecting to the laptop
 - USB hub connecting mouse, keyboard, camera, microphone,   
    external hard drive
 - Charging cable for mobile phone

This typical jumble of cables and connections is contrary to agile working 
practices. USB-C has the power to transform the workspace to support 
open o�ce standards in hot desking and 'Bring Your Own Device (BYOD).

An introduction to the world of USB-C



Your desk could look entirely di�erent if you use a USB-C monitor. 
This monitor is the centrepiece of a modern workspace. It becomes 
a docking station for other appliances needed for your daily work. 
This solution allows the PC to communicate with the monitor and 
the appliances connected to it, the mouse, keyboard and camera, 
using only a single cable.

The monitor also powers the PC, so you don’t have to plug in a 
power cable. As with the standard HDMi connection, the monitor 
displays an image in widescreen mode on the laptop, so you have 
a lot more room for your work and fewer cables on the desk.

Our USB-C enabled E- and EA- Series desktop displays are 
purpose-designed to reduce cable clutter and support today's 
�exible working practices.
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No need for 
an external 

power supply.

A single 
connection 
between the 
PC and the 
monitor.

Accessories 
connected to 

a USB hub 
integrated 

into the 
monitor. 

A single-monitor workspace 
based on USB-C

https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/download/v/64f52932fb620223f53773955fcd3df9/cp/Products/Shared/Brochures/Brochures_Desktop/USB-C-Promotion/NEC_USB-C-Promotion.pdf?fn=NEC_USB-C-Promotion.pdfGo to Flyer@

https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/download/v/64f52932fb620223f53773955fcd3df9/cp/Products/Shared/Brochures/Brochures_Desktop/USB-C-Promotion/NEC_USB-C-Promotion.pdf?fn=NEC_USB-C-Promotion.pdf


NEC MultiSync® EA monitors with a USB-C socket have one more 
very useful feature: a Display Port signal output. This means that 
the monitor can function as an integrated docking station to which 
an additional monitor can be connected, as well as other 
acessories, the computer, and its power supply. What’s more, you 
can use your old monitor (of any type) as long as it has a Display 
Port 1.2 standard.
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Accessories connected 
to a USB hub integrated 

into the monitor.

No need for 
an external 

power supply.

A second monitor 
connected through 

the DP output.

A single 
connection 
for both 
monitors.

A two-monitor workspace
based on USB-C

By extending your current workspace with an NEC MultiSync® EA 
monitor with USB-C connectivity, not only do you bene�t from the 
latest screen technology, but also from an exceptionally �exible 
setup.  

Despite having two monitors and a PC, this con�guration only 
requires a minimum number of cables on the desk.



Do you need to present your idea 
quickly to the team at your 
workplace or remotely?

Nothing could 
be simpler!
Just disconnect your laptop 
from your desk workspace – you 
don’t even have to switch it off – 
go to the meeting room, connect 
your laptop to the NEC WD551 or 
Sharp PN-CD701 via the USB-C 
cable and start a quick meeting 
displaying the content on the 
large format touch screen.

Recent market research has shown that people 
won’t return to the o�ce full-time post-COVID. In 
the future, the majority of meetings will be hybrid, 
with some people joining from a corporate 
meeting room and others joining from home. 
Future meeting and collaboration rooms will have 
to address this by o�ering the right collaborative 
display solutions.

The perfect tool for these spaces could be the NEC 
MultiSync® WD551 or Sharp PN-CD701 displays. 
With a single USB-C cable, users can connect their 
own devices to instantly start video meetings.

Hybrid meetings made simple
using USB-C

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_xKk3RABL4&t=6sWatch Webinar on 
NEC WD551@

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_xKk3RABL4&t=6s


A Windows Collaboration Display is an interactive display certi�ed 
by Microsoft with embedded microphone and speakers and a  
wide-angle camera. Built-in IoT room sensors allow you to monitor 
the meeting space environment to optimise comfort and 
maximise room usage for improved ROI. The two USB-C interfaces 
allow you to simply connect your laptop to start a meeting. You 
don’t have to worry about the power supply, a charge is received 
through the USB-C cable to power the PC, whilst you interact with 
all your familiar apps using the large format touch display as if it 
were your laptop screen. 

Simply disconnect your laptop from your desk workspace, go to 
the meeting room, connect your laptop to the NEC WD551 or the 
Sharp PN-CD701 via a USB-C cable and you can start a quick 
meeting, displaying the content on the Windows Collaboration 
Display or start a video meeting using Microsoft Teams or other VC 
clients. 

The appeal is in its simplicity. The most easy-to-use, user-centred 
solution for hybrid workspaces, inviting teams to walk in, plug in, 
and work together by simply scaling up their familiar device. 
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Choose the 55" or 
70" all in one display 
according to your 
room size

Introducing Sharp/NEC Windows Collaboration Displays
using USB-C

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fQBew4g27ghttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0d-5kvCq45o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fQBew4g27g@ Watch the 
PN-CD701 video

The ability to 
connect acces-
sories via the 

USB hub integra-
ted within the 

monitor

Watch the NEC 
WD551 video@

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0d-5kvCq45o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fQBew4g27g


NEC WD551 technical data:

· Microsoft Teams certi�ed
· Diagonal screen size 55”, resolution UHD 3840x2160 pix
· PCAP touch screen technology
· 2 x USB-C
· 4K camera
· 2x 12W speakers, background noise-reducing microphone
· IoT sensors- occupancy, temperature, humidity, lighting,     
  air quality
· Active pens compatible with Microsoft Ink
· USB-C cable included

Sharp/NEC Windows Collaboration Displays seamlessly integrate into modern meeting environments.

Sharp PN-CD701 technical data:

· Certi�ed Windows Collaboration Display
· Diagonal screen size 70”, resolution UHD 3840x2160 pix
· PCAP touch screen technology
· 2 x USB-C
· 4K camera
· 2x 12W speakers
· Integrated long-range microphone
· IoT sensors- occupancy, temperature, humidity, lighting,  
  Air quality
· Wireless Casting and Touch Back
· USB-C (8 metres) cable included

NEC WD551 & Sharp PN-CD701
using USB-C
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No need for an 
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Get in touch!

Sharp NEC Display Solutions Europe GmbH
Landshuter Allee 12-14, D-80637 München
infomail@sharpnec-displays.eu
Phone: +49 (0) 89 99 699-0
Fax: +49 (0) 89 99 699-500
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